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Abstract Summary:
Participants will gain insight into an interprofessional, collaborative approach used to design futuristic curriculum that spans the gap between traditional nursing education and the data-driven healthcare environment of tomorrow. Preparing visionary leaders to
influence global health outcomes through data analysis, knowledge discovery, and dissemination of cutting edge innovations.

Learning Activity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING OBJECTIVES</th>
<th>EXPANDED CONTENT OUTLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Describe the key components of a Professional Science Master's degree.</td>
<td>a) Type of degree b) National affiliation c) Balance between discipline specific and professional skills d) Partnerships to address program needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporate health informatics and family-focused nursing concepts into courses and curriculum.</td>
<td>a) Advisory Board perspectives b) Data capture, quality, and retrieval c) Quality and performance indicators, and episodes of care, in a way that makes data applicable to healthcare decision-making d) Data analysis related to global health concerns, population health, and business metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify innovative ways to enhance the teaching-learning experience by engaging in interprofessional collaboration.</td>
<td>a) Significant learning framework b) Competency-based curriculum design c) Establishing an interprofessional culture of open dialogue and respect d) Communication strategies and shepherding a project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abstract Text:

**Purpose:** The purpose of this presentation is to share an interprofessional, collaborative approach used to design futuristic curriculum that spans the gap between traditional nursing education and the data-driven healthcare environment of tomorrow.

**Background:** Traditionally, nurses have been recipients of data, more recently users of data, but the new family-focused nursing curriculum is designed to help students become innovators through data. Faculty have collaborated to draw on key aspects of both family-focused nursing and information technology to create health informatics curriculum that moves nursing beyond traditional limits. Students in the program will be equipped to help shape the future rather than simply meeting existing demands.

**Conceptual Framework:** Fink’s Significant Learning Experience Framework based in educational theory.

**Method:** The development process used to create this program took advantage of the benefits found in collaboration. A partnership between School of Nursing and Computer Information Science faculty was formed in a way to draw the best from both disciplines.
An advisory board provided key, external insights into essential learning outcomes. Proactive communication and skills in shepherding a new program through the internal approval process resulted in an unusually rapid pace of development for a new program.

**Results:** We have developed a program for the emerging discipline of Health Informatics and Analytics that will prepare visionary leaders who will be capable of influencing global health outcomes through data analysis, knowledge discovery, and dissemination of cutting edge innovations. Graduates who are knowledgeable in both family-focused nursing and health informatics are well poised for dynamic careers of the future.

**Conclusions:** The intentional strategy of blending health informatics and family nursing science will empower nurses to lead interprofessional healthcare teams through data-informed decision making and changes that enhance societal health outcomes. Research findings suggest this paradigm has potential to improve health outcomes of individuals, families, and communities.